Stories from our court

Drug Court—A chance of a new direction
Reflections from Townsville
by Magistrate Tonkin, Townsville
Six months after my colleague, Magistrate
Verra, commenced presiding in the Drug
Court at Townsville, I asked him what
impressions he had gained. His heartfelt,
spontaneous response was:
When I first heard of the pilot Drug
Court program for Townsville and what
it would involve, I was fairly sceptical
of the processes of the court and also as
to the prospects of success of the court.
After sitting as a Drug Court Magistrate,
I have a far better understanding of
what Drug Court is all about and I now
fully support the concept and processes
which will continue to evolve.
Sitting as a Drug Court Magistrate has
given me a far better understanding of
‘addiction’ be it to— drugs, alcohol or
cigarettes.
It is truly satisfying personally to
be part of the journey of those who
successfully complete the program. It is
not overstating the situation to say that,
in a significant number of cases, the
Drug Court program can totally change
a person's life for the better. It is equally
satisfying to see how the people closely
associated with participants, such as
spouses, partners, children, parents or
close friends have their lives changed for
the better because of the rehabilitative
efforts of the participant. Even in cases
where a person might not successfully
complete the program, there are often a
number of positives that come out of the
program for that individual.
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When I sit in other courts, I am more
cognizant of the concept of rehabilitative
justice. If an individual shows a genuine
desire to deal with the addiction—be
it alcohol or drugs—a court should
use whatever reasonable options are
available to ensure that the cause of
the offending, namely the addiction, is
addressed using whatever means the
court has at its disposal.
I am fortunate to have similar feelings
and they are entirely consistent with the
responses of other judicial officers in
jurisdictions which have introduced courts
that operate on the principles of therapeutic
jurisprudence. These include Drug Courts,
specialist Domestic Violence Courts and
Special Circumstances Courts that deal with
offenders who are homeless or engaged in
prostitution.
There are now thousands of such courts
in the United States where the concept of
therapeutic jurisprudence was pioneered
in the 1980s. Judicial officers, particularly
in inner city courts, were fed up with the
‘revolving door’ of recidivist defendants
who could be relied on to re-offend almost
immediately they were released from
custody. They would then be sentenced to
the only available realistic option—further
imprisonment. This, of course, did nothing
to reduce further offending. The judiciary
could see that something needed to be
done differently because of the social
and economic cost to the community of
the offending, the repeated incarceration
of the offenders, and (admittedly, selfinterestedly) the cost of judicial cynicism,
sheer exhaustion and frustration! Thus, the
Drug Courts and similar specialist courts
were born.
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An exciting consequence to the practice
of judicial officers sitting in the ordinary
criminal jurisdiction is the flow-on effect
of the philosophy of these courts—a greater
understanding of the insidious nature of
addiction as well as practical evidence of the
value and possibility of rehabilitation.
The Drug Court has been convened in
Townsville since November 2002. It is now
a permanent court and can take up to 40
participants at one time. Participation is
voluntary and participants must live in
the Townsville area. They must be assessed
as drug dependant; their offending must
be related to their drug dependence; and
it must be so serious that they will be
sentenced to a term of imprisonment.
Importantly, offenders charged with sexual
or violent offences are ineligible.

‘Community residents who
have visited the court have
expressed their amazement
at what is possible and
have been supportive of the
concept.’
The offenders dealt with in Drug Court
are at the high end of the offending
population, not those just embarking on
a criminal career. After going through an
assessment process by officers from health
and probation and parole as to suitability
and eligibility, the offender is sentenced
by the Drug Court in the usual way;
however, the sentence of imprisonment is
immediately suspended and an Intensive
Drug Rehabilitation Order (IDRO) is made.
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The order includes core probation-type
conditions, including the obligation
to refrain from committing further
offences, undertake a program tailored
for the offender which will oblige them,
where necessary, to live in a residential
rehabilitation facility; avoid alcohol; have
no contact with drug associates and, in
some cases, specified people; be available
for random urine analysis; not use
drugs (including prescribed drugs unless
disclosed); and other conditions.
After sentencing, the participants of the
program return regularly to court to produce
their journal and to account for their
behaviour since their last court visit. An
example of journal entries recently made by
two participants of the Drug Court program
can be read at page 138 of this report.
Breaches of the order, such as absconding
from the rehabilitation centre (rehab), using
drugs, failing to keep appointments, missing
urine tests and the like are penalised by
assigning essays, undertaking community
service and serving jail time. Compliant
behaviour is rewarded by praise and
encouragement, ‘achievement awards’,
reduction in community service obligations,
fewer regular visits to court, and the right to
leave court early.
In Townsville, participants read their weekly
journal aloud, and the specially-trained
Drug Court Magistrate discusses issues
raised with them in the open courtroom. Of
course, the participants initially dread this
experience; however, it is truly rewarding
to see the growth in their confidence and
their ability to communicate, as well as
the development of literacy skills over the
minimum of nine months the participants
are on the program.
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Drug Court—A chance of a new direction: continued

The range of competency in such skills in
participants is very great—a few being fluent
speakers and writers, with others barely
literate. Many go on to do literacy and
other further education courses and one is
currently enrolled at James Cook University.
An outstanding Indigenous graduate was
interviewed on 4K1G, the local indigenous
radio station, around the time of his final
graduation. In his early days on the program,
he was so shy and lacking in confidence that
he could barely bring himself to speak.
Community residents who have visited the
court have expressed their amazement at
what is possible and have been supportive
of the concept.
To balance the positive outcomes, of course
there are plenty of disappointments as well.
A participant who appears to be a good
candidate initially may abscond on the
way from court to the rehab and commit
further offences, having minutes earlier in
court promised to commit to the program.
Some absconders remain at large for years;
however, if they do so, it sometimes means
they have been able to cease offending,
using the skills they have been introduced
to in Drug Court. Others do well in the
structured environment of the rehab;
however, cannot manage the freedom of life
in the community, lapse into drug use again
and are returned to rehabilitation to try to
reinforce the new behaviours.
Drug Court is truly an emotional
rollercoaster of hope and disappointment
for all involved. At the very least,
most participants take away skills and
information they can use later if they
are not ready to complete the program at
the time. Those who do not succeed are
terminated from the program and given a
final sentence of imprisonment that takes
account of their performance on the IDRO.
Such participants may well have been free
of their penalty sooner if they had chosen
to do their time in jail rather than undertake
the program.
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Some highly motivated participants even
choose an IDRO when the minimum nine
month IDRO is longer than their initial
prison sentence. Others appear to be just
postponing the inevitable; however, using
the tools we currently have, it is impossible
to predict that. Some fail the first time and
reoffend after doing their jail time and are
given a second opportunity to take part in
the program. Sometimes, being a few years
older (and a bit more battered from the
experiences of the drug world) can make a
difference to the likelihood of success.
Those who graduate from the program are
generally released on probation or given
a suspended sentence. Some of the best
graduates have not been further punished,
apart from their conviction, in recognition
of their sterling efforts.
A case in that category that immediately
comes to mind is that of Jodi, a young
woman twenty years of age, who had left
home at fourteen and taken up with drug
users.
She was the eldest of six children and
her mother had to ban her from the
house for the safety of the siblings. It
was heartbreaking for her to have to cast
Jodi adrift. She daily lived in fear of the
possibility that she would receive news one
day that Jodi was dead. She herself was a
single parent trying to put herself through
university studies. She had pleaded for
help from all the agencies she could find
with no success. Jodi would disappear for
long periods and re-surface only when she
wanted something. She was in constant
trouble with the law.
Jodi miscarried a child and became pregnant
again. She was charged with numerous
offences and was arrested on warrants for
failing to answer her bail. She was told
about Drug Court and was very sceptical.
However, being pregnant, Jodi knew it was
time to do something about her habit and
reluctantly agreed to undertake an IDRO.
Jodi was also scared of going to jail.
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She speaks of her former drug associates as
‘those drugos’ and has severed all ties with
them. She knows her mother would have
arranged for the baby to be taken into care
had she not given up drugs. Her son is her
daily inspiration and was her inspiration
to successfully complete the Drug Court
program. Jodi completed the programme in
record time, in just over nine months.
It was a delight and a privilege to make the
journey with Jodi through the Drug Court
and to observe her transformation. Her story
is recounted here with her permission.
Magistrate Tonkin congratulates Jodi Hirspeter upon her
graduation at Townsville

Jodi was assessed as needing residential
rehabilitation, and was nervous about going
in. Soon, she realised the rehab and the
Drug Court team were there to help her and
she grasped the opportunity wholeheartedly.
Her mother could see Jodi was committed
to her recovery and relations were restored.
She was allowed to care for her younger
siblings as babysitter and her grandmother
was overjoyed.

As a magistrate, the experience of Drug
Court has been refreshing and personally
nourishing and I am grateful for the
opportunity to be involved in this ‘Court of
Innovation’.

Her baby was born healthy. She had
managed to keep her flat while in rehab and
her accommodation was stable. She saved
for a car and is working towards her driver’s
licence. She pays her bills on time. Her
siblings now come to stay with her with her
mother’s blessing.
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Journal entries of Drug Court participants
by Magistrate Anne Thacker,
Drug Court
One of the conditions of the individually
tailored Rehabilitation Program for Drug
Court participants in Queensland is to
write a weekly journal, reflecting on the
progress they have made, the successes and
challenges they have encountered since they
last appeared in the Drug Court, ways they
can better deal with the challenges, and
their plans and hopes for the future. This
is handed to the Magistrate in court, who
uses the journal to engage in a dialogue
(some elements of motivational interviewing
are employed) with the participant in
the courtroom, in the presence of the
team and possibly other participants. It
is an integral part of the process of the
Magistrate engaging therapeutically with the
participant.
With the permission of two participants
presently engaged in the program, I am able
to share a glimpse of the insights they have
gained and the positive futures they are
planning.
Your Honour,
The most important achievements in my
rehabilitation since I last came to Court
are that I have finished my TAFE course
successfully, and started a mature aged
apprenticeship as a boilermaker at an
engineering company.
I feel that all of my hard work has paid
off and that if you set yourself goals and
stay committed dreams can come true.
I have learnt that you are never too old
to learn—the secret is commitment and
support from those close to you.
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I can put this new learning into
practice by staying focused on my
apprenticeship. I have the ability to
become a tradesman which can bring me
a whole new range of opportunities.
My main goal for next week is to move
in to my own place on the weekend,
stay clean and live life to the fullest.

2007 Drug Court participant
Your Honour,
I would like to take this opportunity of
addressing you before you pass sentence
on me to give you more of an insight
into me and the circumstances which
place me here before the Courts again.
Firstly I think my life changed for the
worst and problems started when my
parents split up. For years I assumed
it was my fault they broke-up, and still
to this day can not understand how one
day my father and I are inseparable best
mates, the next he is gone and wants
nothing to do with me.
This made my mother and I become very
close, and over time things were finally
happy once again, then she met …..
(NAME)…..
At first I didn’t understand why we
needed anyone else in our lives as we
were happy. But I soon realised he was
there to stay, and tried to see him as a
father figure, only he had no intention
of ever seeing me as a son, and before
long his true feelings and ways came
out, as he constantly verbally and
psychically abused my mother and me.
Towards the end and after his mother
had been murdered I was scared of
coming home from school to a house I
wasn’t wanted or safe in.
Magistrates Courts of Queensland

I will never understand why my mother
stayed in this relationship and allowed
this to go on, and this is when and why
I started running away from home and
getting into trouble with the law.
Through my running away I was
introduced to ….(NAMES)…..who always
took young runaways in, and during
one of my earlier Court appearances he
offered Children Services and the Court to
take me into his care instead of sending
me to Boystown, in which they agreed.
As with everything else, it was all too
good at the start until his true ways and
hidden agenda came out. This man was
nothing but a predator who took me into
his care with horrible intentions. He
took something from me that I’ve never
recovered from. I know looking back it
is easy to say ‘I should of done this, I
should of done that’, but it was like I
couldn’t get away from this man, I was
terrified of him and the consequences
if I spoke up, plus I felt ashamed and
embarrassed which is when I started
using drugs. At the end of the day the
only way I knew to escape this man and
my situation was if I was to get locked
up, so I couldn’t commit crimes quick
enough, and it worked as before long I
was locked up in Westbrook and finally
feeling at ease and relief.
This obviously started my next problem
of institutionalisation, as unlike most,
prison was somewhere I felt safe, I
felt I became someone that mattered,
I gained enormous respect and finally
got the attention I wanted. And for the
past fifteen years or so that was all that
mattered to me.

I am tired of drugs running and ruining
my life, I am tired of living life as a
prisoner and of prison life, I am tired
of having no real friends. I am tired of
having no one to care for, I am tired of
having no one who cares about me, I am
tired of being alone.
I want to be a good person, I want to
live a normal life, I want to be a useful
person in society, and do the things that
normal people do.
No other persons in my life have been
as caring and honest with me as the
(NAMES)….. have, they have given
me complete confidence, they place
enormous faith in me to change my life.
They have offered me a chance, they
have offered me hope.
Your Honour, in two months I am about
to become a father for the first time. It’s
been an eternity since my life has had
meaning; I am full of motivation and
am desperate to turn my life around.
I’ve spent fifteen years of my life in
custody and in that time I have suffered
from severe drug addiction and I know
that if I’m to give my partner and child
the life they deserve I first need to help
myself. That is why a chance at rehab is
so important to me. I know it will not be
easy, I know what is expected of me, I
know what is demanded of me, and not
only will it help me deal with my drug
addition it will also help me develop the
life skills I need to live a normal life in
society and provide a stable and loving
environment for my child.
Thank you your Honour,
2007 Drug Court participant

On honest reflection I am not proud of
my past, but over the last two years,
three people have changed by life, I
speak of (NAMES), who have taught me
to open up, understand my past and reevaluate my life and future.
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Albert Holt—An honoured elder

Albert Holt

by Fiona Craigie
Murri Court Case Coordinator,
Brisbane

National NAIDOC Awards. He now lives
in a western suburb of Brisbane and is a
staunch supporter of Indigenous people and
their rights.

At a gathering of Murri Court elders and
magistrates at the Brisbane Magistrates
Court in February 2007, the service to
Brisbane’s Murri Court of respected elder,
Albert Holt, was acknowledged when he
‘retired’ from the Murri Court Elder and
Respected Persons’ Panel. Uncle Albert
was one of the foundation members of the
first Murri Court in Queensland and is well
known for his dedication and commitment
to its establishment.

As a Murri Court elder, he has been
committed to reducing the number of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders who
come in contact with the criminal justice
system, including prison.

He is a Bidgera man from central-western
Queensland, near the Carnarvon Gorge.
Uncle Albert pays tribute to his parents for
instilling values such as humility, respect
and responsibility in his life. As a father
of seven children, with 26 grandchildren
and 14 great grandchildren, Uncle Albert
feels he is ‘a major stakeholder in this
country’. His autobiography entitled Forcibly
Removed was published in 2001 and he
was named Elder of the Year in the 2005

“Murri Court recognises the diversity in all
people—including the magistracy,” Uncle
Albert said.
“Working with five to seven magistrates,
I saw their strengths. I saw them use
rehabilitation as an option for our people
and use incarceration as a last choice. I
saw my role as giving cultural knowledge
to the magistrates and explaining to them
what kick-starts some of our people into
dysfunctional lives.”
Chief Magistrate Judge Irwin said, “Uncle
Albert is well known and highly respected by
the many magistrates who have had contact
with him. His wisdom, his integrity and
his quiet determination has contributed an
enormous amount to the success of the Murri
Court. So on behalf of all magistrates, I want
to record our sincere thanks for his generous
spirit. We will miss his wise counsel”.
Albert Holt has been a role model not
only to members of Brisbane’s Indigenous
community but also to members of the
wider community.

Chief Magistrate Judge Marshall Irwin and Deputy Chief Magistrate Brian Hine
with Uncle Albert Holt at a Court function held to acknowledge
Mr Holt’s support and contributions to Brisbane’s Murri Court
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“Murri been here before”
by Magistrate Coates, Cairns
Coen is situated on Cape York, some 574km
from Cairns, and is one of the most isolated
towns in Queensland.
A local Community Justice Group was
formed in 1999 with its objective being
to reduce the effects of crime on the Coen
community. Its membership was established
with representatives from all the traditional
owners of this district which stretches from
Princess Charlotte Bay to the West (namely
Lamalama, Ayapathu, Southern Kaanju,
Olkola and Wikmungkan).
The Coen Murri Court commenced on 22
March 2007 and the elders who support
the Murri Court are drawn from the current
membership of the Community Justice Group.
They are: Sunlight Bassani (Lamalama),
Lindsay Bassani (Lamalama), Victor Lawrence
(Wikmungkan), Philip Port (Ayapathu),
Joan Creek (Ayapathu), May Kepple
(Wikmungkan), Rosie Sellars (Ayapathu),
Sharelle Spratt (Lamalama), Allan Creek
(Southern Kaanju), Doris Harold (Olkola).

The authority of these traditional owners
has been strengthened by the acquisition of
significant areas of the traditional estates
following the Royal Commission into
Deaths in Custody, the Aboriginal Land Act
1991 (Qld) and Native Title Claims such as
Meripah, Port Stewart, Watharra, Kuulpa
and Puntimu.
The Justice Group’s strategies for early
intervention to reduce offending in their
community are anchored in the social
kinship relationships with their community
and their authority according to law and
custom. Some examples of their strategies in
reducing crime are: talking to their relatives
when they are behaving badly; suggesting
voluntary dry-out time from grog at
outstations and helping with the necessary
transport; and using formal family levers
to prevail upon their kin to consider their
children and the effects that continuing
antisocial behaviour will have on the whole
family.
The Coen Murri Court strengthens the
authority of these elders and shows to their
community that the ‘white fellas law and
custom’ recognises ‘murri law and custom’.
The Justice Group members have expressed
how this court has made them feel more
responsible. One member expressed the
view, ‘I have been waiting all my life for the
first sitting of this court’.
The Court recognises the Community
Justice Group’s outstanding work in crime
prevention in their own community which is
clearly reflected in court statistics.
It has been my great pleasure to have had
a long association with this mob since
1981, first as a solicitor and now in my new
capacity as a magistrate.

Members of the Coen Justice Group with ATSILS Solicitor, Police Prosecutor
and Magistrate Coates (centre back) at Coen
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From little things, big things grow...
by Lyn Roughan
Murri Courts Case Coordinator,
Magistrates Court, Mount Isa
It has now been just over three and a half
years since Magistrate Manthey arrived in
Mount Isa to preside in Magistrates Courts
at Mount Isa and the circuit communities
of the North-West and Gulf regions of
Queensland.
Soon after his arrival, he identified a
number of issues associated with Indigenous
people, particularly:
• the high proportion of Indigenous people
appearing in Court
• the number of these people who did
not speak or comprehend English or
struggled with English as a second
language
• the number of Indigenous repeat
offenders coming back before the Court
for similar offences
• the lack of culturally appropriate and
recognised programs for perpetrators of
domestic violence and other offending
behaviours that impact adversely on all
community members
• the lack of opportunities for training
local indigenous community members
as mediators, Justices of the Peace, and
counsellors.
Magistrate Manthey’s innovative approach
to court practice and procedure in this
region has earned him great respect among
the legal fraternity, government agencies
and the people of the many communities
that he serves as magistrate.
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His no-frills, flexible attitude and
consideration of Indigenous customs and
traditions has streamlined the running of the
Courts and expedited matters in this busy
one-Magistrate region. His open-door policy
has meant that he is always available to
‘have a yarn’ about any problems or ideas
that Court stakeholders and community
members may have because he strongly
believes that most issues can be worked
out on a local level, with a talk around the
table.
Magistrate Manthey’s greatest achievement
is, without doubt, the establishment of the
Mount Isa Murri Court in February 2004 and
the Youth Murri Court in June 2006.
Without a Community Justice Group
existing in Mount Isa, he sought feedback
from the local community members as to
whether or not a Murri Court was needed
in the Mount Isa Magistrates Court. He
recognised that, if a Murri Court was to
operate successfully, it was important
that the initiative should come from the
community itself. Through a series of
meetings with various stakeholders and
members of the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait community, they decided that the
establishment of a Murri Court would help
to start to address the problems he had
identified.
For a Murri Court to be successful, it was
essential that a local Community Justice
Group be formed to advise the Murri
Court in its operation. Magistrate Manthey
worked in consultation with the Indigenous
community to establish the Mount Isa
District Justice Association. Its membership
consists of respected representatives of the
various tribal and family groups who reside
in and around Mount Isa.
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culturally relevent so they are understood
and carried out with community support.
This approach has led to the tailoring of
effective bail options where, at one time,
custodial remand was all that could be
considered.

Magistrate Bevan Manthey (left) consulting with Elder Joe Clarke
at Carbine Rock 40km outside Dajarra

During his time in Mount Isa, Magistrate
Manthey has also worked closely with the
Community Justice Groups in Normanton,
Doomadgee, Mornington Island and
Cloncurry. His relationships with the
Community Justice Groups’ members and
elders of this vast region have developed
into a fruitful working arrangement and the
Groups are able to provide him with firsthand knowledge of Indigenous defendants’
backgrounds and their cultural links with
the community. This knowledge enables him
to make properly informed decisions when
considering bail applications or sentencing
options for Indigenous defendants.
In consultation with the Chief Magistrate
Judge Irwin, and members of the
Community Justice Groups, Magistrate
Manthey has incorporated cultural meaning
into the Murri Court process as well as
into the courts he convenes in the outlying
circuit courts. This cultural input has made
the Court’s practices and orders more
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Magistrate Manthey is anxious to see
Indigenous interpreters working at court
centres that service Indigenous communities,
because feedback from Justice Group
members indicates that many offenders
who come before the court have limited
comprehension of English and, therefore,
are unable to truly participate in the
justice process. He believes that Indigenous
Australians should be given the same level
of interpreter service that people from
non-English speaking backgrounds of other
cultures receive when they appear before the
Court. At the moment, the Court in Mount
Isa and other centres rely on community
members to assist with interpreting on an
unpaid basis.
Magistrate Manthey’s participation in the
community of Mount Isa, the Far West and
Gulf are not bound by courtroom walls. He
was involved in establishing and supporting
the Murri Men’s Music Group at Mount Isa
and membership of this group has grown. It
is not unusual for visiting judicial officers
and court officials with a keen interest
in music to attend a jam session. He also
actively encouraged the establishment
of the Murri Men’s and Murri Women’s
Support Groups to give cultural enrichment
and appropriate counselling to Indigenous
offenders and their families.
Magistrate Manthey has developed
strong justice pathways between court
and community throughout the regions
he serves. We, the staff of Mount Isa
Magistrates Court, appreciate the difference
he has made in the way justice is accessed
and delivered in our part of Australia.
Thank you, Magistrate Manthey.
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Circuiting at Birdsville
by Magistrate Athol Kennedy,
Bowen
There are two things they say about
Birdsville—‘the dust never settles’ and
‘getting there is half the fun!’ It is one of
the most isolated towns in the Australian
outback—but well worth the trip provided
the weather is favourable … which means no
strong winds to create dust storms.
The Magistrates Court is convened in
Birdsville just once a year on the first
weekend of September—the weekend the
town hosts the famous Birdsville Races. This
court is convened to deal with offences that
occur during the race weekend. Being the
resident magistrate at Emerald at that time,
I volunteered to make the 1100 kilometres
journey to conduct the circuit in place of the
Mount Isa magistrate who usually convenes
this court.
Accompanied by my wife, Christine, I
travelled by road to Birdsville via Longreach,
Stonehenge, Jundah and Windorah on

good quality bitumen roads which then
became good quality gravel for the final 400
kilometres. It was at Windorah—population
80 people—that we were pulled over by
police and I was breath-tested. Passed the test
without any trouble—but obviously provided
a bit of humour for the police because they
stopped me twice more in Birdsville!
The countryside between the towns was
quite changeable and near Birdsville we
crossed rolling sand hills. Birdsville sits on
the banks of the Diamantina River between
the Simpson Desert and Sturts Stony Desert.
Its population of 120 swells to around 8000
people when the visitors roll in—by foot,
cycle, car, bus and plane—for the races. We
were luckily (and happily) accommodated
in brand new units at the Birdsville Pub—
unlike most people who camped in tents
between the town and the racecourse.
Although the atmosphere at the racecourse
on the Friday and Saturday was a highlight
of the weekend, just being part of such a
fun-loving crowd of characters led to an
unforgettable experience.
Court was conducted in the local State
School where all concerned had to sit on tiny
chairs at tiny desks! Only nine defendants
had to appear in Court. Even though, during
the weekend, the police conducted over 1000
breath-tests, not one positive breath test was
recorded. This was a very pleasing statistic
for everyone concerned.

Magistrate Kennedy convening court in a classroom
at Birdsville’s State Primary School
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As we returned to Emerald via Bedourie,
Boulia and Winton, we marvelled at the
opportunity to visit Birdsville under perfect
weather conditions on its special weekend.
It was a great experience to preside at
Birdsville’s annual court sittings and to be
part of that community’s celebration of the
uniqueness of the Australian outback.
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We’re all in this together—
Engagement with the community
by Magistrate Hennessy,
Rockhampton
Courts and the magistrates who sit in them
are not islands. Whilst it is imperative to
maintain the appropriate legal dignity and
objectivity, courts work best when they are
in touch with their local community and
can respond to the needs of the community
wherever appropriate.
This is particularly important to the people
using and working in the court, sometimes
referred to as stakeholders—solicitors, police,
service providers, community organisations,
Indigenous community members,
government departments and so on. Liaison
with stakeholders can ensure that the court
works efficiently and effectively.

In many areas, particularly regional areas,
there are often expectations that magistrates
will play a similar role in the community
to others holding professional positions.
Engagement with the community is not
only good ‘business’, it is rewarding for the
magistrate and returns far more benefit to
the Court than the time invested.
Rockhampton is one area where
community engagement has shown positive
improvements in court processes and
increased the community’s involvement and
co-operation with the Court. The approach
is very team-based with all members
respecting the others’ roles.
In gathering information for this reporting
year, I put together a list of my community
related activities. As this indicates the
diversity of the community groups and
activities that magistrates in regional areas
can undertake, this list is included.
After reviewing the year’s activities, I now
know where all the time has gone!

Magistrate Annette Hennessy (with gavel) and members of Rockhampton’s
court staff participated in the ‘Relay for Life’ in May 2007
to raise funds for Queensland’s Cancer Fund
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One of the aspects of being involved in
community life that always amuses me is the
surprise that some people express to see a
magistrate in ‘normal life’ settings. This was
very evident at the May 2007 Cancer Fund
‘Relay for Life’ in which I participated with
the Rockhampton court registry who had
entered a team. We walked in pairs, nonstop for 18 hours, all through the night, with
people from all sections of the community to
raise money for cancer research. It was great
fun and we are already planning the theme
for the tent next year. A highlight for me, at
times like these, is that the community has
the opportunity to appreciate magistrates are
everyday, approachable people with plenty of
community spirit.
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July ‘06
•

Brisbane Conference of International
Society for the Reform of the
Criminal Law—deliver paper

•

NAIDOC Week functions—including
Diversionary Centre breakfast and
tour and attend NAIDOC Ball

•

Commencement of the Law
Year—attend Church Service in
Rockhampton and host elders and
Community Justice Groups who
attended for the first time

August ‘06
•

Domestic Violence Service Providers
—meeting

•

Child Safety—stakeholders meeting

•

Youth Justice—stakeholders meeting

•

Domestic Violence/Mediation—meeting

•

Youth Justice Service—address to
Regional Forum Dinner

•

Elders and Community Justice
Group— meeting in Mackay during
circuit

•

Australian Institute of Judicial
Administration Governing Council
—meeting in Sydney

•

Murri Court Meeting—with team
members and Indigenous Community
Organisations

•

•

Police meeting—Coronial procedures
in Rockhampton and Gladstone

Central Queensland Law Association
— attend Conference in Yeppoon

•

Indigenous juvenile offending in
Woorabinda and Rockhampton
—meeting with community
representatives and government
departments

October ‘06
•

•

On leave—Rockhampton elders
in Alice Springs—attend Mass to
commemorate the 20th anniversary
of the Pope’s formal
acknowledgement of Indigenous
people in Australia
Elders and Justice groups from
Alice Springs, Tennant Creek and
Yuendemu—meeting in Alice Springs
about Indigenous justice initiatives

•

Domestic Violence—stakeholders
meeting about bail programs

•

Child Protection
—stakeholders meeting

•

Murri Court sittings—host Mayor
of Rockhampton

•

Murri Court—meeting

•

Domestic Violence—stakeholders
meeting

September ‘06
•

Mental Health Unit—meeting
regarding court assessments and
liaison, and provision of services to
prisoners in custody

•

Department of Communities,
Anglicare and others—meeting
about juvenile offenders in 24 hour
rostered care

•

Domestic Violence training
package—liaison with police

December ‘06
•

November ‘06
•

Queensland Indigenous Alcohol
Diversion Program
—community consultation

•

Domestic Violence
—stakeholders meeting

Child Protection
—stakeholders meeting

March ‘07

February ‘07
•

Youth Murri Court
—meeting

May ‘07
April ‘07
•

Community Justice Group
—address to Regional Forum

•

Domestic Violence
—stakeholders meeting

•

Hand back of ‘Gawula’ (Mount
Wheeler) to the Darumbal people
(traditional owners)
—attend ceremony

•

Queensland Indigenous Alcohol
Diversion Program
—consultation meeting

•

International Womens’ Day
—attend dinner at Yeppoon

•

Domestic Violence—stakeholders
meeting

•

Domestic Violence Court Support
Workers—address Forum

•

Domestic Violence Support Room
at Yeppoon Court—opening

•

Australian Institute of Judicial
Administration Governing Council
—meeting in Sydney

•

Murri Court—visit of Mackay elders
and meetings

•

PCYC—meeting with senior police
officers regarding new program

•

Exhibition ‘A Woman’s Place’—address
opening at Rockhampton Courthouse

•

Youth Murri Court—meeting

•

Woorabinda Legal Services
—meeting

•

Woorabinda Murri Court
—meeting

•

Child Safety
—stakeholders meeting

Caloundra Sorry Day
—attend ceremony

•

Murri Court
—Victim Support Group meeting

•

Queensland Indigenous Alcohol
Diversion Program
—mock court and training

•

Indigenous Art and History
Exhibition ‘Along Toonooba’
—attend opening at Rockhampton

•

June ‘07

A ‘C’ change
by Magistrate Rinaudo, Charleville

I love a sunburnt country,
a land of sweeping plains,
Of rugged mountain ranges,
of drought and flooding rains.
I love her far horizons,
I love her jewel sea,
Her beauty and her terror,
the wide brown land for me.
Dorothy McKeller – My Country

One of the big advantages has been that the
house out here is new and very comfortable.
It simply makes life so much more bearable
and I commend the Court for this initiative.
It was, however, a bit of a shock turning up
in Chambers in Charleville. The room was
cluttered and dowdy and the phone looked
like something I threw out ten years ago.
Since then, the phone has been upgraded,
the room painted and I have removed the
two book shelves that covered windows.
This has reduced the clutter and improved
the light coming into the room and new
furniture will soon arrive. The new printerfax has been a real step forward. As it gets
very cold out here, the only disappointment
is that I am not able to light the fire in the
fireplace due to safety regulations.

Distances
Transition
When I met the Registrar in Charleville,
Peter (Red) Alexander, for the first time in
September last year, he asked me how I
would cope in the Country.
I told him that he was talking to someone
who had always thought that the country
started on the Brisbane side of Ipswich,
having been born and raised in central
Brisbane. ‘But, there is a month in it,’ I said.
‘A month between not knowing what to
expect and not remembering what I was
concerned about’. And so it has turned out.
I always knew that the transition would
be made all the easier because my wife,
Margaret, was born in Charleville and
raised in Cunnamulla. Margaret has taken
to country life as though the past 30 years
spent in Brisbane teaching were only a short
interlude on the road back to her roots.
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I cannot talk about this part of the world
without talking distances. Charleville is
860kms due west of Brisbane. Most of the
road is fine. In fact, only about 40kms after
the Charleville turn off, past Morven, is the
road rough and narrow—and that is being
fixed. There is really only one flight a day to
Brisbane through Roma—a trip of two hours
duration on a Qantas Dash 8 Aircraft.
When I circuit to Roma, I actually drive
300kms back east via Mitchell which is
serviced on the way to Roma. Cunnamulla
is 200kms South, Quilpie is 210kms further
west and Tambo is 210kms north. Proper
courts exist in all centres except Quilpie
where the room is so small that the dock
has been removed and the practitioners are
allowed to sit as there is simply not enough
room. If the lawyers were to stand, they
would break the legs of the parties sitting
behind them as there is no room at the bar
table for them to sit.
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It is worth remembering that, even though
the Charleville court district covers some
400 000 sq km, the population is less than
50 000. The district takes in part of the
electorates of Warrego, with a population of
20 986 voters and an area of 237 619 sq km
and Gregory, with 19 132 voters and an area
of 378 021 sq km.
To put it in perspective, the area of Victoria
is 227 600 sq km.

Trying to see it all
When we decided to apply for the transfer,
we made up our minds to really see the
country. So far, we have done just that.
Blackall, Barcaldine, Longreach, Emerald,
the Gem Fields, Carnarvon and the Fairbairn
Dam, Noorama for the races, Augathella
and so on, so far. We have almost done
more kilometres in our private car than in
the court car. You quickly realise that, to go
anywhere, you are looking at hundreds of
kilometres. Longreach is 600kms. Emerald
is 800kms and so on. We have put off until
next year a trip we were planning to travel

Magistrate Rinaudo and wife Margaret relaxing by the banks
of the Warrego River outside Charleville
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down the Strzelecki track in South Australia
in September. The track is the route travelled
by the infamous Captain Starlight—Harry
Redford who was famously tried in Roma
for cattle stealing.
The Redford trial is the basis of the
apocryphal story about the jury that
returned a verdict of not guilty—but that the
cattle had to be returned! Redford, who was
a hero to many in the bush as a result of
his daring (and because his victims were the
wealthy squattocracy), was indeed acquitted.
The trial Justice said, ‘I thank God that
verdict is yours, gentlemen, and not mine’.
The Supreme Court did not sit in Roma for
two years after that.

Socially
We have renewed acquaintances with
old friends and made many new friends;
most are from the schools where Margaret
is relief-teaching. We recently travelled
to Cheepie (official population two) on
the Quilpie Road, about 160kms west of
Charleville, then south for 42kms on a
dirt road to a property of 100 000 acres.
This is relatively small; many properties
west of Quilpie are measured in the square
kilometres. Here, we got a glimpse of life
on a working sheep and cattle property. The
owners put the drought into context for us
when they told us they had moved the house
out of the flood plain because it became
isolated when it flooded. After moving the
house to higher ground and expanding it,
the land did not flood for another 17 years
—and that was earlier this year.
For our hosts, a simple trip into town for
supplies is a 400km round trip. Perishables
have to be stored properly for the trip home
which takes at least two hours. A list is
essential because you can not pop back
if you forget something. It is a constant
battle and one can only have the highest
admiration for anyone who makes a life on
the land.
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A ‘C’ change continued

When we first arrived in Charleville, we had
all sorts of problems with communication.
Digital phones do not work at all well so
we had to buy Next G phones. There is
still no broadband to the house; however,
we are told ADSL is coming—so things
are improving slowly. Wireless broadband
is available and works reasonably well
most days as do our phones. Blackouts
are reasonably regular, but for only a
short duration. However, there is plenty of
subterranean water. Although you cannot
water between 11am and 3pm, you can
water to your heart’s content—provided you
are prepared to pay the water rates.
We have found that the people are simply
friendly—and they are prepared to go out
of their way to make you feel welcome. The
pace is a lot slower, and in Roma, the locals
call it the ‘Roma Coma’.
However, of course we miss the variety
of restaurants, coffee houses and delis,
especially the New Farm Deli, that we
take for granted in the city. There is no
Italian restaurant in any of the circuit
towns; although Noy, the host at the Thai
restaurant, has told me that she will cook
me an Italian dish that is her specialty Thai green curry chicken pasta!!

The work of the court
The Courts are generally busy, particularly
Charleville and Roma. However, Cunnamulla
has its own problems, mainly because of
the youth crime there. On one occasion, 25
children appeared in that Court in one day
—this is out of a population of some 1500
people. The current year’s statistics show
Cunnamulla children at 143 appearances,
with both Roma and Charleville each
recording just 39 offending juveniles.
The Magistrates Court, Department of
Communities, Youth Justice, and the local
Community Justice Group are developing
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cooperative relationships and whole-ofgovernment meetings are to be held in
Cunnamulla in August 2007.
I am hopeful that positive strategies will be
developed to address youth crime as this is a
serious issue in the community.
The other towns have their share of crime
(some serious); however, they are mostly
lawful places with lawful people. From time
to time, though there can be a lot of work.
My record in Roma is 109 defendants in one
day and it is not unusual to see between 50
and 60 in Charleville. There were about 1700
defendants in this past year in all courts in
this area.
As a general rule, in a month, I sit three
days in Cunnamulla, five days in Roma and
the rest in Charleville, except for one day
every three months in other small courts.
Mitchell is the busiest of the smaller courts
and Tambo is the least busy with only two
matters for the last circuit.
At the suggestion of the Chief Magistrate
Judge Irwin, this year I allocated five weeks
to relieve in another centre. So far, the first
week was taken up with a conference and
the other weeks have been spent working
at the Magistrates Court in Southport.
Although the Charleville Court has its busy
periods, there is certainly capacity to help
Courts with higher volumes. Apart from
enjoying working again with my colleagues
in Southport, it has been a good opportunity
to catch up with family and friends.
The work in Charleville district is varied and
interesting, if not onerous. By the end of the
year, I am hopeful of reporting to the Chief
Magistrate on other ways of undertaking
the work that will increase effectiveness
and efficiency. In the meantime, the upside
of living and working in the country
far outweighs the downside and we are
enjoying it.
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